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Abstract: Lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) are used extensively worldwide in a varied range of applica-
tions. However, LIBs present a considerable fire risk due to their flammable and frequently unstable
components. This paper reviews experimental and numerical studies to understand parametric
factors that have the greatest influence on the fire risks associated with LIBs. The LIB chemistry
and the state of charge (SOC) are shown to have the greatest influence on the likelihood of a LIB
transitioning into thermal runaway (TR) and releasing heats which can be cascaded to cause TR in
adjacent cells. The magnitude of the heat release rate (HRR) is quantified to be used as a numerical
model input parameter (source term). LIB chemistry, the SOC, and incident heat flux are proven
to influence the magnitude of the HRR in all studies reviewed. Therefore, it may be conjectured
that the most critical variables in addressing the overall fire safety and mitigating the probability of
TR of LIBs are the chemistry and the SOC. The review of numerical modeling shows that it is quite
challenging to reproduce experimental results with numerical simulations. Appropriate boundary
conditions and fire properties as input parameters are required to model the onset of TR and heat
transfer from thereon.
Keywords: lithium-ion battery; thermal runaway; heat release rate; state of charge; fire; incident
heat flux
1. Introduction
The world is currently changing environmentally in a negative direction due to the
greenhouse effect that poses a direct threat to humanity. The main contributor to these
unfavorable changes is CO2 emissions from the combustion of fossil fuels accounting for
87% of the human-produced CO2 emissions [1]. The main contributor is the electricity/heat
and transportation industry, which contributes nearly two-thirds of the total CO2 emis-
sions globally [2]. To reduce future CO2 emissions, greater emphasis has been placed on
ecofriendly energy sources such as solar and wind energy systems. Storage systems are
required to supply secure and reliable electricity 24 h a day; lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) are
currently at the forefront of energy storage technologies.
Lithium-ion batteries offer high energy and power density, are lightweight, and
have a long lifespan. LIBs are used in an extensive range of applications which can be
categorized into the three main industries—consumer electronics, automotive, and grid
storage. Therefore, there is an intense interest in the research and initiatives in this field
from both industry and government funding agencies. Fire is a major safety concern
with the ever-increasing demand for energy storage devices worldwide. The incidence of
reported LIB fires is somewhere in the vicinity of one in one million and one in 10 million
units [3]. While the probability of a LIB fire on face value does not fit within the realms
of a high-risk item, the hazard arises from the sheer volume of lithium batteries being
used globally.
In the current climate, the pressure on manufacturers to produce high energy density,
high efficiency, long-cycle life batteries with minimal memory effect comes with associated
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fire safety risks due to the unique chemical composition properties, higher levels of stored
energy, and the flammability of the most electrolytes [4]. In the past five years, there
have been a number of fires and explosions involving LIBs which have resulted in both
damages to property and injuries to people. When the internal temperature of a LIB
increases to approximately 80 ◦C the solid–electrolyte interphase (SEI) of the battery may
decompose and generate more heat [5–7]. If this produced heat does not dissipate, the
battery temperature will elevate further, thereby accelerating the process of heat release.
This process is known as thermal runaway (TR) and can be triggered by internal or external
means. The abuse conditions which may lead to the TR and fire in LIBs can fall into
three categories [8]: electrical abuse (overcharging/discharging) [9–14], thermal abuse
(overtemperature) [5,15–18], and mechanical abuse [19,20].
Heat release rate (HRR) is considered the most critical parameter when specifying
the hazard of fire [21–23], defined as the rate at which the fire releases energy (power).
The state of charge (SOC) of LIBs can influence the onset of TR as well as the magnitude
of the HRR as the more energy a battery has stored, the more energetic the exothermic
reactions of the principal components will be. As more heat and gas are generated in the
reactions, the more likely it is that the propagated heat to surrounding cells initiates a fire
and explosion, and results in a catastrophic chain reaction [6]. We will, therefore, review
past studies on the effect of SOC on TR onset and HRR magnitude.
An integral contributor in the design and virtual prototyping of all things involving
fluid (including flame and smoke) is computational fluid dynamics (CFD), which is used in
a variety of ways, from complementing experiments to testing and certification of the per-
formance, safety, and reliability of a varied array of systems. CFD has become an important
tool in fire safety by helping to determine the expected behavior of fire and smoke in many
circumstances where it may be impossible to conduct realistic experiments on complete
systems. CFD models allow with the use of quantified experimental data these conditions
to be simulated with a commensurate level of accuracy. The most imperative variable in
fire simulation is the progression of the HRR with time. In full-scale fire scenarios, the
HRR is rarely obtainable, only controlled laboratory experiments under specific conditions
provide an accurate measurement of the evolution of the HRR. Such HRR values from
laboratory scales can be normalized in terms of per unit surface area (normalized HRR,
W m−2) and used as inputs to larger scale CFD simulations. Hence, the tabulation of the
HRR data from such experiments is critical in the process of validating/determining other
parameters such as time to TR to adjacent battery cells, surrounding air and solid surface
temperature, etc., using CFD modeling. Similarly, onset temperature for TR is also an
important parameter that needs to be prescribed to the CFD models as modeling the TR
process can be very complex.
2. Method
This review was conducted to provide an impartial overview of the available research
papers including experimental and numerical data of fire testing involving LIBs. Brereton
et al. [24] defines such research papers in a review as the primary studies while the review
itself forms the secondary study. As the systematic reviews are concerned with the issue of
aggregating empirical evidence, several steps need to take place. For any evidence-based
approach, aggregation is the essence to offer objective summaries of existing experimental
and numerical data. Khan et al. [25] suggested a stepwise process for the systematic review,
and this has been adopted here. Our process comprises five steps: framing questions,
identifying relevant research studies, assessing the quality of studies, summarizing the
evidence, and finally the challenges and future works similar to Tan et al. [26].
In the fire step, we framed the following questions: (1) What are the effects of state of
charge on thermal runaway (in terms of temperature and time to ignition) and fire intensity
(in terms of HRR)? (2) What numerical modelings of LIB fire have been conducted? (3) What
future studies need to be conducted for the safety of LIB? We also considered looking at
studies involving LIB chemistry to obtain a better understanding of underlying science.
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We identified relevant works in the second step. Journal articles were retrieved from
diverse fields of study: fire science, chemical engineering, urban public safety, materials
science and engineering, nuclear and new energy technology, mechanical and electronic
engineering, and physics. We searched several databases including ScienceDirect, Elsevier,
Taylor and Francis, Sage journals, Wiley, Google Scholar, and American Society of Civil
Engineers (ASCE) library. In the third step, the quality of the studies was assessed. First,
by reading the abstract of the paper, results were identified to reconfirm their applicability.
Once reconfirmed, the entire paper was studied. To maintain quality, only peer-reviewed
journals, conference proceedings, and books from reputable publishers were considered.
In the fourth step, answers to the framed questions were sought and analyzed. In the last
step, some suggestions were made for future studies in relation to identified research gaps.
3. LIB Chemistry
Li-ions flow from the cathode (positive electrode) to the anode (negative electrode)
when charging; during discharge, Li-ions flow from the anode to the cathode. The elec-
trodes are separated by a thin porous membrane (separator), generally polyolefin (PO);
electrolyte (typically a combination of lithium salts in an organic solvent) soaks these
components and provides the medium for the Li-ions and other molecules to flow [19].
Typically, five components comprise a LIB and are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Typical components of lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) and their compositions [19].
Component Common Composition
Anode Graphitic carbons, hard carbons, synthetic graphite, LTO, tin-basedalloys, silicon-based alloys
Cathode LMO, LCO, NCA, NMC, LFP, ECPs
Electrolyte Lithium salts (mostly LiPF6) in organic solvents such as EC, DEC, DMC,PC, GBL, RTILs
Separator Polypropylene, polyethylene, cellulosic paper, nonwoven fabrics, ceramic
Current Collector Copper for anodeAluminum for cathode
LTO: lithium titanate, LMO: lithium manganese oxide, LCO: lithium cobalt oxide, NCA: lithium nickel cobalt
aluminum oxide, NMC: lithium nickel manganese cobalt oxide, LFP: lithium iron phosphate, ECPs: electronic
conducting polymers, EC: ethylene carbonate, DEC: diethyl carbonate, DMC: dimethyl carbonate, PC: propylene
carbonate, GBL: gamma butyrolactone, RTILs: room temperature ionic liquids.
3.1. Cathode and Anode
The two most critical parameters when evaluating the performance of a LIB are the
power/energy density and capacity. The energy density of a device is the product of the
specific capacity of the material used in the electrodes and the operational voltage from
the cathode to the anode [27]. A significant number of studies have been conducted on the
structure of the electrode materials. The specific capacity of the common materials used
has been fully exploited with most new research exploring the electrochemical potentials of
materials to produce batteries with higher voltages, due to the greater difference in lithium
chemical potential between the cathode and anode.
LIB materials largely consist of insertion-type or intercalation electrodes, meaning
lithium cations (Li+) are merged into a host structure and upon charge and discharge
the Li+ is reversibly merged via intrinsic one, two- or three-dimensional openings to
facilitate the Li+ transport without “in theory” any significant change to the host structure.
Insertion/intercalation materials are predominantly used due to the high cycling capacity
and the minimal variation in volume changes between the discharged and charged states
of the cathode and anode. The negative aspect of the insertion/intercalation material is
the need for the host structure which is essentially “excess baggage” and thus, reduces the
energy density of the cell [28,29]. Alternatively, alloying and conversion mechanisms are
also utilized whereby in the case of alloying Li+ is inserted into the crystal structure of the
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electrode (direct bonding with the host structure) in the reactant phase. The conversion
mechanism has Li-ions inserted into the nanosized binary compounds resulting in a
reduction of cations and the formation of Li anions. The benefits of the alloying and the
conversion mechanisms are the high energy density, relatively low cost, environmental
compatibility, and the safe operation potentials [30]. The main disadvantages are the short
cycle life and the irreversible loss of capacity due to the large volume expansion during
the insertion of lithium ions [30]. The repeated expansion and reduction have been shown
to cause fracturing of the electrode material, effectively disconnecting portions within the
electrode. Additionally, dendrite formation across the cells and through the separator
leading to internal short circuit (ISC) caused by electrochemical plating is an on-going
concern as the mechanism of dendrite growth is still very much under debate [27,31].
3.2. Electrolyte
The electrode materials, particularly the cathode, govern the energy and power density
capacities. Electrolyte determines the power density (current), reliability, and safety of the
battery (due to the interaction that it has with all other components) and the formation of
the SEI. The requirement for the electrolyte to interact with both electrodes necessitates a
certain level of chemical stability, thereby limiting the operational scope of the electrolyte
material. The SEI whose formation and physical properties depend on the nature of the
electrodes (particularly the anode) ensures the chemical compatibility [32].
Typically, the electrolytes used for LIBs are composed of a lithium salt (LiPF6 most
commonly) within a mixture of flammable organic carbonates. Ethylene carbonate (EC)
is combined with dimethyl carbonate (DMC) or diethyl carbonate (DEC). The organic
carbonates provide a combination of relatively high chemical stability, low electronic
conductivity, low viscosity, and high ionic conductivity. EC is used as the electrolyte
solvent in the majority of LIBs; once decomposed it forms a stable SEI on the anode during
the first cycle of charging.
Research on the thermal instability of electrolyte has been carried out since the incep-
tion of LIBs, and considerable examination into the development of safer electrolytes by
providing more stable lithium salts [33,34], which utilize nonflammable solvents [35,36],
electrolyte additives [35,36], ionic liquid [37–39], aqueous electrolytes [40,41], polymer elec-
trolytes [42–44], and solid-state electrolytes [45–48]. At present, the most viable solutions
in providing a safer electrolyte center around the stability of lithium salts and solvents that
are nonflammable [45].
3.3. Separator
The separator provides the physical separation between the positive and negative
electrodes, which prevents an electrical short circuit between the electrodes. Additionally,
the separator acts as the electrolyte reservoir for the transport of Li-ions during the dis-
charge and charging process. Upon failure of the separator, a short circuit between the
anode and cathode occurs, which likely leads to thermal failure of the LIB. The following
factors are considered critical requirements of the separator: (1) chemical/mechanical sta-
bility, (2) thickness, (3) thermal stability, (4) wettability, (5) barrier property, and (6) porous
property. Polyolefin-based membranes such as polyethylene (PE), polypropylene (PP),
and PP/PE/PP composite membranes have been the most commonly used as separators
in LIBs due to their robust mechanical properties, low cost, and chemical stability [49].
Various composite materials including bromine have been investigated as being able to im-
prove the flame retardancy (FR) of the separator while maintaining the critical parameters
listed above.
Recently most research efforts have been dedicated to improving the performance
of the polyolefin-based separators through the surface coating, coated PO membranes,
ceramic blended PE membranes [50–53], ceramic filled nonwovens, and nanofiber separa-
tors [54,55], and additives to improve the wettability of the separator towards nonaqueous
electrolytes [56].
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Li [57] published results from experimental work on the development of plasma-
treated polypropylene nonwoven-based composites for high-performance LIB separators.
When fluorinated segments are introduced onto the surface of PP nonwoven through
plasma treatment, the composite separators display increased electrolyte uptake and ionic
conductivity in addition to the electrochemical stability and discharge capacity. Kong [58]
presented a study in which they present an in situ formed silica@silica-embedded poly-
imide (in situ SiO2@(PI/SiO2)) nanofabric as a new high-performance inorganic—organic
hybrid separator.
4. Thermal Runaway
TR is the phenomenon that poses the most significant scientific obstacle regarding
LIB safety research, the mechanisms of which are yet to be clearly comprehended [7].
Semenov’s plot [59], as shown in Figure 1, graphically depicts the rate of the reaction
change as a function of the temperature (exponential function) and the heat removal rate
(linear function) at different coolant temperatures.
Figure 1. Semenov’s plot depicting the reaction rate of change as a function of the temperature (expo-
nential function) and the heat removal rate (linear function) at different coolant temperatures [59].
Vessel A is stable at the point E intersection and can absorb a rise until point F
(T1) where it reaches instability. Vessel B is unstable and at the point D intersection, the
temperature of no return (TNR) is reached. When the battery temperature increases to TNR,
the LIB will go to a thermal runaway. Vessel C is stable at no point in time.
To get a clearer insight into the dynamic of TR in LIB, heat sources in LIB during
normal operating conditions and elevated temperature should be comprehended. During
the normal operating condition, the total heat released in LIB is the sum of reversible
heat generated by the electrochemical reactions and irreversible heat produced by the
charging/discharging process [60–62]:
Qtot = Q rev + Q rxn (1)
Q rev = −I × T × (∂Eoc/∂T) = −as × J × F × T × (∂Eoc/∂T) (2)
Q rxn = I×(Eoc − E) = as × J × F × (Eoc − E) (3)
where I is the current, T is the absolute temperature, Eoc is the open circuit potential,
E is the potential of cell, (Eoc − E) is the overpotential accounting for irreversibilities
such as ohmic losses, charge-transfer overpotential and mass-transfer limitation, as is a
specific interfacial area of the electrode, J is the transfer current that resulted from the
intercalation/deintercalation of lithium, and F is the Faraday constant.
During abnormal operating conditions (abuse conditions), the temperature of LIB may
increase and exceed the safe/normal operating condition, which may consequently lead
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into TR. The abuse conditions include mechanical abuse, electrical abuse, and environmen-
tal abuse [63]. Table 2 shows the abuse conditions and possible causes.
Table 2. Abuse conditions and potential causes.


















All three abuse conditions can lead to an ISC (most common pathway to TR), which
initiates a sequence of chain reactions [64]. The exothermic reactions required to initiate TR
have been documented to begin earlier, but temperatures in excess of 80 ◦C are typically
required to begin the breakdown of the SEI [5–7]. Once this stage is complete and given
further increases in temperature, reactions between the anode and electrolyte take place.
These initial reactions are followed by larger cathode–electrolyte reactions. Most experi-
mental studies indicate that the point at which the effects of TR cannot be reversed is in
the range 150–200 ◦C [5,64–67]. An overview of the TR process from the abuse conditions
leading to the ISC and initiation of TR, exothermic reactions, swelling/venting, and cell
case rupturing/explosion/fire is shown in Figure 2. The released heat can propagate to
adjacent cells and induce an additional thermal event in the battery pack/module/system.
The heat released through each process is discussed and quantified in Section 5.1.
In addition to the thermal abuse conditions that have been widely investigated [7,65–69],
the nail penetration [53,70–79] (mechanical abuse) and overcharge [9,10] (electrical abuse)
for initiating failure mechanisms are also studied. In the nail penetration tests, the joule
heat with a high rate is generated as the steel nail provides an internal current path be-
tween the electrodes and current collectors, and electrodes connect to each other due to the
deformation. In the overcharge tests, the excessive irreversible lithium removal from the
cathode increases the cathode resistance and subsequently raises the LIB temperature due
to the joule heating, initiates the exothermic reaction between the electrolyte and oxidized
cathode, decomposes the cathode materials, and further increases the LIB temperature,
which finally leads to TR.
Various measures are employed to prevent LIB fires categorized into inherent safety
that examines the composition and behavior of different materials used in the production
of LIBs and safety devices, which are incorporated into the design to release high pressure
and heat before the onset of TR [3]. These measures are further discussed in Section 4.3.
4.1. State of Charge and Its Effect on Thermal Runaway
The SOC is the most crucial state function of a battery system and can simply be
explained as the remaining available capacity of a battery (in amp hours, Ah), which is
expressed as a percentage of the rated capacity. From a thermodynamics point of view,
SOC is the amount of potential chemical energy remaining within the battery cells.
The effect of SOC has been studied in almost all research investigating the onset
temperature, time to TR, and the energetics associated with thermally induced failure of
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LIBs. Stoliarov and his coworkers [80–82] established a novel technique known as the
copper slug battery calorimeter (CSBC) to measure the heat generated inside the LIB and
combined it with oxygen consumption calorimetry to quantify the heat released in the
flaming combustion. The slug heats the specimen to initiate the failure process. They
reported that most LIB heat released during TR originated from the electric energy of
short circuit, chemical reactions, and combustion, where the amount of combustion heat
was more than the sum of the other two parts. These studies [80–82] were extended
to determine the timing of the safety venting and TR, and associated temperatures in
cylindrical 18650 LIBs containing a carbon anode and three different cathodes: lithium
cobalt oxide (LCO), lithium nickel manganese cobalt oxide (NMC), and lithium iron
phosphate (LFP) at various states of charge (0, 25, 50, and 100%). The temperature at the
time of safety venting and TR data are presented in Table 3.
Figure 2. Abuse conditions leading to thermal runaway [7].
Table 3. Temperature of safety venting and thermal runaway [80–82].
Arrows represent upward or downward trend. NP indicates that the data were not provided in the results.
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The results in Table 3 indicate that the onset temperatures to TR vary slightly between
LIBs used in the research. The LIB at 100% SOC and containing LCO recorded the lowest
onset temperature (221 ◦C) to TR with the onset temperature increasing with decreasing
SOC up to 308 ◦C for the LCO battery at 0%. The NMC battery results were similar with
one exception; the LIB at 25% SOC reached the onset of TR 29 ◦C before the LIB at 50% with
a variation of 105 ◦C between 100 and 0%. The LFP batteries produced a variation of only
6 ◦C between LIBs at different SOC reaching the onset of TR. The onset temperature to TR is
comparable between all LIBs tested and as such there can be no definitive conclusion drawn
on the correlation between either SOC or the LIB chemistries to the onset temperature of
TR. With the CSBC technique being somewhat new and not widely employed in the testing
of LIBs, further studies and data quantification from more industry-accepted methods may
be required. The data in relation to the timing of the safety venting for only the LIBs with
NMC cathode were measured and are presented in Table 4.
Table 4. Timing of safety venting for NMC LIB [80].
Arrows represent upward or downward trend. NP indicates that the data were not provided in the results.
Feng [83] conducted a study into the TR features of a 25 Ah large-format prismatic
battery with an NMC cathode using extended volume-accelerating rate calorimetry (EV-
ARC). The results of this study showed that the polyethylene (PE) separator began to
breakdown at 123.7 ◦C and melted at 140 ◦C, though the ceramic coating did not fail until
250 ◦C, at which point the electrodes short circuited. Of the four experiments completed in
this study [83], the onset temperature ranged 85–105 ◦C and this is the point at which the
SEI began decomposition. The internal battery temperature increased exponentially at the
onset of TR, calculated to be 259 ◦C up to 750 ◦C, at which point the temperature increase
slowed before reaching a maximum internal temperature of 853.5 ◦C.
Zhong [65] completed a study on TR and the fire behavior of an NMC cathode and
a natural graphite anode 18650 LIBs at various SOC using a modified cone calorimeter.
The purpose of the study was to investigate TR, fire behavior, temperature and voltage
variations, gas generation, and the HRR. A radiative heat source was used to heat the
batteries and trigger TR. Traditionally, the radiative heat source is located a predetermined
distance away from the battery and exposes one side of the battery directly to the heat
source and one side indirectly. However, this study utilized a modified cone calorimeter
whereby the 18650 battery was inserted into a cylindrical heater with the intention to
provide uniform heating across the entire battery. The application of the conventional cone
calorimeter method in determining the exact onset temperature to TR is questionable as the
internal temperature alters across the battery due to the direct and indirect exposure to the
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radiative heat source. The 18650-type batteries used in this study [65] were NMC cathode
and a natural graphite anode. The electrolyte was a solution of LiPF6 and a mixture of
EC, EMC, and DMC. The batteries were equipped with safety vent ports at the positive
end of the battery. Tests were conducted under nine test conditions with at least three
repetition times, eight of which utilized a 150 W heat source at 0, 25, 50, 70, 75, 80, 90, and
100% SOC. The ninth test condition used a 200 W heat source at 100% SOC. The test results
of onset temperature to TR and HRR are shown in Table 5. Considering other studies
reviewed [6,66,80,84–88], it can be concluded that there is a direct correlation between the
onset temperature to TR, HRR, and the SOC of the LIBs.
Table 5. Thermal runaway (TR) and fire behavior of cylindrical 18650 LIBs at varying state of charge (SOC) [65].
Arrows represent upward or downward trend. Normalized heat release rate (HRR) is the HRR divided by the battery surface area. NP
indicates that the data were not provided in the results.
Perea [84] conducted abusive testing on LIBs to determine the influence of SOC on
thermal reactions. Four commercially available cylindrical cells based on LFP with rated
capacities of 2.68, 3, and 4 Ah, and lithium nickel cobalt aluminum oxide (NCA) cathode
materials were investigated. The cells were cycled to three states of charge: 0, 50, and
100% and thermally analyzed using an accelerating rate calorimeter (ARC). As part of the
ARC testing, the cylindrical cells were heated to 50 ◦C and then followed by a 15 min rest
period with the intent to stabilize the cell temperature. During this period, the calorimeter
measured the self-heating process and if no exothermic reaction took place within the cell
greater than the sensitivity threshold of 0.02 ◦C min−1, then the sequence was repeated,
this time with an increase of 5 ◦C. Nail penetration and crush tests were performed on the
cylindrical cells at 100% SOC. Onset temperature, maximum temperature, and exothermic
time (103–3221 s) for three SOC’s of four types of cells are presented in Table 6.
The results show that cells at 100% SOC have the lowest onset to TR temperatures. The
onset temperature for NCA (1) is considerably lower than NCA (2) and NCA (3), reported to
be due to the difference in the unknown electrolyte used by different manufacturers, which
leads to variations in the level of thermal stability of the SEI film. NCA (2), NCA (3), and
LFP cells showed only minor or zero temperature variation between onset temperatures for
cells at 50 and 100% SOC. NCA (1) cells at 50 and 100% SOC recorded an onset temperature
variation of 24.6 ◦C. No notable onset temperature difference between cells at 0 and 50%
SOC was recorded for NCA (1), whilst considerable temperature variations were recorded
for all other cells at 0 and 50% SOC. The exothermic reaction time (first exothermic reaction
to the completion of TR) was also recorded. The results indicated that the time was shorter
for the fully charged cells. The NCA (2) cell had a very short exothermic time of 103 s
compared to 996 s for the NCA (1) cell with both at 100% SOC; no indication of why the
disparity in the exothermic time between the 18650 cells was provided. The LFP cell at 0%
SOC had the greatest exothermic time of 3221 s.
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Table 6. State of charge and its effect on thermal runaway characteristics revealed using nail penetration and crush tests
[84].
SOC was also shown to affect the degradation of LFP/graphite batteries in accelerated
storage testing completed by Zheng [89]. The study showed that batteries at 100% SOC
and at elevated temperatures (55 ◦C) experienced the greatest levels of capacity fade. This
decay of the battery capacity is due in part to the decomposition of the electrolyte at higher
temperatures and the side reactions involving the graphite anode at a higher SOC. The
findings [89] show that the peak HRR for higher SOCs were recorded to be marginally
lower than for some of the LIBs at lower SOC, particularly when exposed to higher levels
of heat flux. It was hypothesized that this may be attributed to three possible factors:
• Batteries at higher SOC have larger amounts of stored energy leading to more explo-
sive and faster reactions thereby limiting the amount of oxygen consumption, and
subsequently incomplete combustion of the LIB;
• Onset of TR occurs earlier for batteries at a higher SOC, resulting in insufficient time
to allow chemical reactions to release thermal energy;
• The oxygen (or part of) that is released from the internal electrochemical reactions is
consumed in the combustion process, leading to HRR prediction errors based on the
oxygen consumption method.
A method to assess the thermal hazard was investigated whereby a ratio of the peak
HRR and the time to ignition (TTI) is evaluated. The time to ignition has been defined as the
duration of time between sample exposure to the incident heat flux and a visible continuous
flame. The results of this as documented in the study indicate that the fire risk increases
substantially when either the SOC or the incident heat flux is increased. To further quantify
the risks associated with LIB fires, it was proposed to undertake further experimental and
theoretical work in the production and emission of toxic gases and explosions.
4.2. Thermal Runaway in Multiple Cells
Lithium-ion cells are available in button, cylindrical, pouch and prismatic shapes.
In order to deliver the required power and energy from a battery system, the cells are
configured in parallel and/or series to increase the capacity and/or the voltage, respec-
tively. A battery system usually consists of a number of battery packs, which are made of
multiple battery modules, each containing a number of cells with series and/or parallel
configuration.
For a battery system, in addition to the thermal hazards that are typically observed
in a single battery including high-temperature, safety valve burst, venting, combustion,
explosion, and toxic gases during TR, the heat propagation to surrounding batteries can be
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also exhibited. Within a battery pack, the propagation is a serious thermal hazard which
may result into catastrophic consequences; thus countermeasures should be taken into
account to cease the failure propagation [10,63,69,90–98].
In a study conducted by Ouyang et al. [69], the fire behaviors of cylindrical 18650
batteries and battery packs under discharge conditions were investigated. Four battery
packs (NMC cathode and graphite anode) were used: a single cell, two cells, three cells,
and four cells, all of which were positioned and connected electrically in parallel. In total,
eight tests were conducted at 100% SOC, four with the discharging treatment and four
without. The experiments were performed in a cone chamber with a 2 kW electric heater
as the heat source. It was reported that the burning process of the LIBs exhibited four
distinct stages: the heating stage, the cracking of the safety vent, battery ignition, and TR.
The data of time and temperature to ignition and TR are presented in Table 7. The results
indicate that the LIBs under discharge have earlier ignition, earlier ejection of material, and
earlier stable combustion than the LIBs not subjected to discharge, and the ejection and
combustion is noticeably more intense than the latter. Furthermore, it was found that with
increased cell numbers these fire behaviors were amplified. However, temperature to TR
did not change significantly.
Table 7. The fire behaviors of cylindrical 18650 LIBs (NMC cathode and graphite anode) under discharge conditions [69].
Ouyang et al. [90] also conducted a comprehensive set of TR propagation tests in
cylindrical 18650 packs with different sizes, 2 × 2, 3 × 3, and 4 × 4. It was reported
that the TR, initially induced by external heating of a corner battery, propagated with
a domino effect within the entire battery pack. The effects of other parameters such
as SOC, first TR location, spacing, and the number of heaters on TR propagation were
also investigated. They demonstrated that the failure propagation worsened (earlier TR,
faster TR propagation, greater mass loss, and the higher peak temperature) at higher SOC,
occurred earlier for the pack with a larger number of heaters, and exacerbated when the
TR took place closer to the center of the pack.
Ouyang et al. [91] extended the TR propagation studies by investigating the effects of
various battery pack shapes, triangular, rectangular, parallelogramular, linear, hexagonal,
and square. The triangle and line packs showed a smaller TR propagation speed compared
to the other pack designs. Taking the space utilization also into account, they concluded
that the triangular arrangement is the safest design.
The effects of two battery designs, cylindrical and pouch, used in battery packs were
tested by Lamb et al. [99], and it was shown that the pouch batteries are more prone to
TR propagation compared to the cylindrical batteries due to their maximal contact to the
surrounding batteries.
Another parameter that can significantly influence the TR propagation in a battery
pack is the tab configuration [92] due to the heat transfer from the tab. Lopez et al. [92]
reported that the branched style of tabbing (M-type) enhanced the voltage retention and
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subsequently improved the safety of the pack compared to the serpentine style of tabbing
(S-type), as shown in Figure 3.
Figure 3. Tab configurations of a battery pack: (a) branched style of tabbing (M-type) and (b) serpen-
tine style of tabbing (S-type) [92].
4.3. Mitigating the Risk of Thermal Runaway and Fire
To mitigate the risk and the subsequent consequences associated with TR, researchers
have invested considerable time into the modification of the LIB materials. The majority
of these studies aimed to improve the inherent safety and decrease the possibility of the
hazard by utilizing safety devices and active fire suppression systems to constrain the
deterioration of the TR and mitigate fire impacts.
4.3.1. Inherent Safety
The mixture of organic carbonates and lithium salts commonly used in LIBs means
that the electrolyte is highly flammable and cause for major safety concerns. FR electrolyte
additives mixed with the solvents or completely replacing the flammable solvents is seen
as the ideal way to mitigate the risk of an unwanted fire scenario. For an additive to be a
viable option, the following characteristics are critical:
1. Good chemical stability, no chemical reaction with battery components;
2. Electrochemical inertia, no adverse electrochemical reactions within the normal oper-
ating voltage range of the LIB;
3. Suitable physical properties including conductivity, viscosity, boiling point, density,
solubility, etc.;
4. Low toxicity, good machinability, and appropriate cost.
Currently, the most common FR electrolyte additives and alternatives include:
• Phosphorus additives [100–103];
• Fluoride additives [104,105];
• Brominated compound additives [106];
• Composite additives [107,108];
• Ionic liquid [109–116].
Detailed information of each FR electrolyte and additives can also be found in Ouyang
et al.’s [64] review paper.
Another component of LIB that has a critical role in securing battery safety is the
separator [55,117–119]. There are a number of critical properties associated with separator
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In situ SiO2@(PI/SiO2) was reported to be fire-resistant/nonflammable [58] as it
would not ignite when exposed to a fire source. The mechanical properties are considered
paramount in device safety. Nonwoven fabric separators are renowned for their weak
mechanical properties due to the loose interactions between the different fibers. The in
situ SiO2@(PI/SiO2) hybrid separator results [58] show a tensile strength increase at least
five times greater than nanofabric devoid of the silica. Furthermore, the storage modulus
(maintain structural integrity under compression) was increased at least five times [58].
Thermomechanical stability (the ability to maintain mechanical properties under
thermal stress) is a critical parameter for high-power and high-energy-density LIB applica-
tions. Providing a thermally and mechanically stable separator improves battery safety
significantly when undergoing TR. It was reported that the in situ SiO2@(PI/SiO2) hybrid
separator remains thermomechanically stable up to 371 ◦C [58], which is significantly
higher than fabric-based separators. The electrochemical performance of LFP half-cell
batteries assembled with the in situ SiO2@(PI/SiO2) hybrid separator showed high capacity
and excellent cycling stability with no decay of the battery capacity over 100 cycles at a
high temperature of 120 ◦C [58].
Li [57] published results from experimental work on the development of plasma-
treated polypropylene nonwoven-based composites for high-performance LIB separators.
When fluorinated segments are introduced onto the surface of PP nonwoven through
plasma treatment, the composite separators display increased electrolyte uptake and ionic
conductivity in addition to the electrochemical stability and discharge capacity. Kong [58]
presented an in situ formed silica@silica-embedded polyimide (in situ SiO2@(PI/SiO2))
nanofabric as a new high-performance inorganic–organic hybrid separator.
Various synthesized flame retardant composites, including Al2O3-sputtered PE sep-
arator, Al(OH)2-composite, and Mg(OH)3-composite, showed better flame retardancy
compared to the conventional separators [120]. Other separator materials and designs
with improved thermal and mechanical properties include polyester fiber nonwoven mem-
branes [55], silica/polyvinylidene fluoride porous composite matrix [121], porous-layer-
coated polyimide nanofiber [54], and polyformaldehyde/cellulose nanofiber blends [122].
4.3.2. Safety Devices
Safety devices built into the structure of the battery to mitigate the risk associated with
either overcurrent, overtemperature, or pressure are known as current interrupt devices
(CID) and positive temperature coefficient (PTC) devices.
The safety or pressure vent is crucial in protecting users from the risk of increased
internal pressure of a LIB. The safety vent, composed of a gasket containing a puncture
film and a spike, allows the venting of built-up pressure, which inhibits the dangerous
rupturing of the battery. The severity or impact of TR is, in part, related to the build-up
and subsequent release of pressure from within the cell. When the internal pressure of the
LIB reaches a critical limit, the safety vent is designed to rupture and effectively reduces
outward pressure on the casing of the cell [4,123–125].
The CID is activated by elevated temperatures commonly caused by overheating,
overcharging and short circuiting, functioning when the vapor pressure build up breaks
the solder joints welded to the aluminum sheet, releasing the pressure relief sheet that
turns over and creates an open circuit with the battery [4].
The main aim of PTC electrodes is to protect LIBs during abnormal electrical conditions
such as overcharging and overdischarging, etc. PTC electrodes simply increase their
internal resistance drastically with increasing temperature, effectively providing a self-
current-limiting capability to reduce the heat generated by LIB reactions [126–131].
4.3.3. Battery Management System
LIBs are required to operate in a variety of conditions such as high and low tem-
peratures. As past research has suggested, temperature impacts the performance of LIBs
considerably. The battery management system (BMS) monitors battery parameters and
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provides warnings and initiates shutdowns in a system when hazardous conditions are
imminent. Therefore, effective BMS that allow regulation of the battery temperature is
critical in reducing the occurrence of thermal hazards. BMS are traditionally categorized as
internal thermal management (ITM) and external thermal management (ETM). These two
categories can be broken down further into the following subcategories:
• Internal management system (IMS)—direct current (DC)→ alternating current (AC)
method and component optimization;
• External management system (EMS)—air cooling system (ACS), liquid cooling system
(LCS), and phase-change material-based cooling system (PCM-CS).
Early warning provisions for single batteries, such as real-time monitoring of voltage,
current, resistance, and other data are expected to be able to provide an indication and
subsequent alarm when an abnormal result within the aforementioned variables appears.
For battery packs, management monitoring observes and analyses changes in voltage,
current, resistance, and other electrical parameters that occur during normal operation
of the battery pack—temperature variations and gases that may be escaping. Particular
attention focuses on monitoring escaping gas due to the flammable nature of the organic
materials; research suggests that sensors used to detect these gases may be able to provide
sufficient warning to mitigate the risk of a thermal event [64]. A comparison of EMS is
presented in Table 8.
Table 8. Comparison of different types of external battery management systems (BMS) [64]. ACS is air cooling system, LCS
is liquid cooling system, and PCM-CS is phase-change material-based cooling system.
BMS Advantages Disadvantages
ACS
Natural convection Low cost; simple structure; easy tointegrate; little electricity consumption
Low heat transfer coefficient; dependent
on ambient temperature; uneven
temperature distribution
Forced convection Low cost; easy to maintain Low efficiency; dependent on ambientenvironment; insufficient for extreme conditions
LCS
Liquid cooling Low cost; easy to maintain Risk of leakage
Vapor cooling Higher efficiency; low operating cost;better uniformity






High efficiency; uniform temperature
distribution; appropriate to
extreme conditions
Risk of leakage; volume difference with phase
change; risk of supercooling
4.3.4. Active Fire Protection Systems
Firefighting of LIB fires comprises the suppression of the open flame fire and attempt-
ing to reduce the battery temperature sufficiently to reduce the likelihood of reignition
of the battery. Results of experimental studies conducted by the Fire Protection Research
Foundation (FPRF) [132], Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) [133], and Det Norske
Veritas and Germanischer Lloyd (DNVGL) [134] suggest that water-based extinguishing
agents were the most effective to combat LIB fires. For detailed information of LIBs’ ex-
tinguishing agents, fire protection, and suppression systems, please refer to Ghiji et al.’s
review paper [63].
5. Heat Release Rate
The HRR is the most critical parameter to define a fire. The HRR can be incorporated
(as a source term) into a variety of tools to assess fire and its potential severity. A quan-
tifiable HRR to utilize as an input parameter (source term) for empirical equations, zone
modeling, and numerical modeling can lead to the determination of most other quantifi-
able parameters/variables associated with fire. CFD fire models (such as Fire Dynamics
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Simulator, FDS) can specify the fire in terms of HRRPUA (HRR per unit area) and therefore
normalized HRR (per unit surface area) are determined and presented here.
5.1. HRR Measurement Methodologies
Different methodologies exist to evaluate the HRR with many techniques focused on
the mass balance when the heat of combustion of the fuel is known. One main contributor
to the heat released during TR, in addition to the heat released by exothermic reactions
between battery materials, is the organic electrolyte solvent [135]. The thermochemical
and physical properties of the common solvents are shown in Table 9. In this table, ∆Hc
is the heat of combustion, ∆Hvap is the heat of vaporization, and ∆fG0 is the standard
Gibbs free energy of formation. Usually, the mass fraction of electrolyte is approximately
10% of the cell mass [88,135]. It was reported that maximum effective heat of combustion
for a 2.9 Ah (11 Wh) commercial pouch-type lithium manganese oxide (LMO) cell was
4.03 ± 0.34 MJ kg−1, and the electrolyte contribution, calculated using the mass balance,
was up to 1.92 MJ kg−1 [135].












EC [136] C3 H4 O3 146 248 12.66 0.62 −276.19
DMC [136] C3 H6 O3 18 91 14.48 0.43 −364.54
EMC [136] C4 H8 O3 23 110 18.41 0.34 −356.12
DEC [137] C5 H10 O3 445 126 21.63 0.34 −347.70
PC [137] C4 H6 O3 455 242 16.56 0.55 −275.48
EA [137] C4 H8 O2 427 77 23.77 0.35 −251.12
EC is ethylene carbonate, DMC is dimethyl carbonate, DEC is diethyl carbonate, PC is propylene carbonate, EA is
ethyl acetate, ∆Hc is the heat of combustion, ∆Hvap is the heat of vaporization, and ∆fG0 is the standard Gibbs
free energy of formation.
In a scenario where there are different burning materials, then calorimetric principles
can be utilized. These methods measure and rely on the consumption of oxygen or
alternatively the generation of carbon monoxide or carbon dioxide. The most widely used
method is the species-based calorimetry or oxygen depletion as it is based on the oxygen
mass balance and does not require knowledge of the material chemical composition or
combustion chemistry [138]. Often alongside HRR, the TTI is also measured with a cone
calorimeter. Single burning item (SBI) and an ISO 9705 room equipped with a calorimeter
hood are the other test apparatus used.
5.2. HRR and TTI Measured Data for 18650 Batteries
Fu [6] studied the burning behaviors of commercial 18650 2.6 Ah LIBs, (Sanyo-
UR18650FM). The cathode material used was LCO with a graphite anode and electrolyte
consisting of organic solvents and inorganic salts. Five tests were conducted at various
SOC (0, 50, 60, 70, and 100%) exposing the LIBs to an incident heat flux of 50 kW m−2
using a cone calorimeter in accordance with the ISO 5660-1 with an additional two tests
exposing the LIBs at 100% SOC heat fluxes of 30 and 60 kW m−2. The results are presented
in Table 10. The normalized HRR data are derived from the HRR data by dividing by the
battery surface area. The results at 50 kW m−2 indicate that SOC and the time to peak
HRR and the magnitude of the peak HRR for the batteries at 100, 70, and 65% show a
similar relationship. The batteries at 0 and 50% SOC, however, show no disposition to
this relationship in terms of either time to peak HRR or peak HRR value. LIBs exposed
to increased heat flux were shown to reach peak HRR faster and have a peak HRR of
greater magnitude; the peak HRR (9.1 kW) of the LIB, when exposed to 60 kW m−2, was
considerably greater than the peak HRR of the LIBs when exposed to heat fluxes of 50
and 30 kW m−2 (6.8 and 6.2 kW, respectively). The experimental results indicate that the
peak HRR increase as a function of incident heat flux as the chemical reactions between
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LIB materials are of greater intensity. This trend was also reported by Huang et al. [139]
and thought to be due to the blowing off the fire by the high-speed gas ejection during
the TR [139], incomplete combustion of gases as the sudden explosion limits the oxygen
consumption [6], and the internally released oxygen involved in the combustion in the
relatively short burning process [6].
Table 10. HRR versus SOC for 18650 LCO LIBs [6].
Normalized HRR is the HRR divided by the battery surface area. NP indicates that the data were not provided in
the results.
Wang [85] reported on the fire behavior of LIBs at varying states of charge induced
by high incident heat fluxes. Bench-scale testing using a cone calorimeter in accordance
with the ISO 5660 standard was conducted with the objective to investigate the influence of
SOC and external heat flux on the combustion behavior, TTI, and HRR. The fire risk of the
LIBs at different SOC and under various heat fluxes was also analyzed. Samsung 18650
LIBs with (NMC) cathode, graphite anode, and an electrolyte consisting of organic solvent
and inorganic salt were tested. The LIBs were provided with a burst disk as a safety vent
to allow venting in abuse conditions. The batteries were exposed to varying heat fluxes of
25, 30, 50, and 75 kW m−2, which were deemed to correspond to a low thermal aggression
situation, a mild fire, a flashover situation, and strong and sudden thermal aggression
situation. The data are presented in Table 11. When exposed to the same heat flux, the TTI
was observed to decrease noticeably with higher SOC. Thornton’s principle and Huggett’s
relation formed the basis for determining the HRR using the oxygen depletion method.
The time to peak HRR and the duration of the burning was reported to decrease with
increasing SOC, whereas the peak HRR increased with increasing SOC (except for SOC
at 0%).
Experimental tests were conducted by Chen [87] using a fire calorimeter to investigate
the combustion performance of two separate commercial 18650 LIBs (2.6 Ah Samsung LCO
and 1.3 Ah Sony LFP) at various SOC. Five tests were carried out on the Samsung LIB at 0,
25, 50, 75, and 100% SOC while three tests were conducted on the Sony LIBs at 0, 50, and
100% SOC. The maximum heat flux incident on the batteries was 20 ± 0.3 kW m−2. The
HRR measurement method is based on the oxygen consumption principles in accordance
with ISO 9705 and ISO 5660.
The data presented in Table 12 show that LCO with 100% SOC gives 4.1 kW compared
to 6.2 kW measured for LCO by Fu [6] at 30 kW m−2. The results from testing of the LFP
show the magnitude of the maximum HRR peak increases with the increase of the SOC, as
observed by Fu [6] and Larsson [86]. However, the result from LCO testing produced was
contrary to this, as the LIB at 75% SOC had a greater HRR peak value than the battery at
100% SOC.
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Table 11. HRR versus SOC for 18650 NMC LIBs [85].
Normalized HRR is the HRR divided by the battery surface area. NP indicates that the data were not provided in the results.
Table 12. HRR versus SOC for 18650 LCO and LFP LIBs [87] at 20 kW m−2.
Normalized HRR is the HRR divided by the battery surface area.
It is observed that sometime higher SOC results in lower HRR, which could be due to
blowing off the fire by gas injection during thermal runaway [140].
5.3. HRR Data Other than Cone Calorimeter
A series of propane fire tests conducted by Larsson [86] sought to evaluate HRR, toxic
species emission, and cell temperature. The LIBs used in the six abuse studies contained a
LFP cathode and a carbon-based anode and to give a comparative example, a single test
on a laptop battery with a cobalt-based cathode. These tests involved the use of an SBI
apparatus used in accordance with the European Classification Scheme EN13823, which is
generally used for the classification of building materials. The heat flux was provided by a
propane burner placed under the cells and produced approximately 15 kW. The test objects
and details are provided in Table 13.
The experimental results for tests 1–5 indicate that the cell at 100% SOC reaches a peak
HRR, which far exceeds that of the cells at 50% SOC and 0% SOC. Additionally, the time to
the first peak of the cell at 100% SOC is considerably faster than the first and maximum
HRR peaks of the cells at 50 and 0%. The results of tests 6 and 7 show that the Lenovo
laptop battery pack reaches its peak HRR value faster and has a greater magnitude than
the cylindrical K2 cells. It should be noted that the laptop battery packs in this particular
test consisted of additional materials, i.e., battery housing and electronic circuits, which
may have contributed to these results.
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Table 13. Evaluation of HRR for different LIBs by a single burning item (SBI) apparatus [86].


















2 EiG ePLB-F007A 5 35 100% SOC 51 10.2
3 EiG ePLB-F007A 5 35 100% SOC +water mist 49 9.8
4 EiG ePLB-F007A 5 35 0% SOC ∼ 360 13 2.6
5 EiG ePLB-F007A 5 35 50% SOC ∼200 17 3.4
6 K2 LFP26650EV 9 28.8 100% SOC ∼390 29 5.8 310
7 Lenovo laptopbattery pack 12 33.6 100% SOC ∼200 57 11.4 460
Normalized HRR is the HRR divided by the battery surface area.
A full-scale burning test (based on the ISO 9705 full-scale room fire apparatus) of
high-energy 50 Ah LFP/graphite battery packs (composed of five identical 10 Ah single
cells) was conducted by Ping [88]. The battery dimensions were 91 mm long, 66 mm
wide, and 140 mm high, giving a total surface area of 559.72 cm2. The results of Ping [88]
presented in Table 14 indicate that the LIB at 100% SOC had the largest peak HRR and
the battery at 0% had the lowest HRR. The times to the peak HRR are quite comparable,
though the higher SOC tends to peak before the LIB at a lower SOC.
Table 14. Comparison of HRR and time to peak HRR at varying SOC [88].
SOC (%). HRRmax (kW) Time to Peak HRR (s) Normalized HRRmax (kW m−2)
0% peak 1 7.7 1629
229.60% peak 2 12.9 1770
50% peak 1 15.5 1578
536.950% peak 2 30.1 1655
50% peak 3 20.1 1847
100% peak 1 18.9 1532
881.7100% peak 2 48.4 1705
100% peak3 49.4 1760
Normalized HRR is the HRR divided by the battery surface area.
Experimental work on the combustion behavior of LFP/graphite batteries exposed to
an external heat source was also conducted by Wang [66]. Electric vehicle 50 Ah batteries
were investigated in the ISO 9705 room. The radiant heat source was provided by a 3 kW
electric heater. The HRR, among other parameters such as surface temperature, combustion
behavior, flame temperature, and mass loss, were recorded. Some data are presented in
Table 15. The battery dimensions were 353 mm long, 100 mm wide, and 28 mm high. The
batteries were cycled to SOC of 50 and 100%.
Table 15. HRR, ignition time, and surface temperature for batteries with 50 and 100% SOC [66].
Battery Number #1 (50 Ah) #2 (50 Ah)
SOC % 50 100
Peak HRR (kW) 55.93 64.32
Normalized HRR (kW m−2) 587.50 675.63
Ignition time (s) 976 1108
Surface temperature at ignition (◦C) 124.50 128.90
It should be noted that the battery at 50% SOC only released a single jet fire and then
the combustion became relatively stable with only minor changes to the HRR. For the
battery at 100% SOC, no fewer than three jet fire processes were observed. In addition to
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the peak HRR, additional peaks of 33.95 and 45.21 kW were recorded at 1895 and 1945 s,
respectively.
5.4. Comparative Review of Peak and Normalized HRR
This section presents a comparative analysis of the HRR values obtained at 100% SOC
in the reviewed studies. It can be noted that the surface area of 18650 LIB is calculated to
be 41.84 cm2 and is used in all 18650 studies. Batteries of other geometric dimensions show
the calculation.
As can be seen from the results shown in Table 16 there is considerable variation in
the peak HRR, which is to be expected due to the varying types of LIBs that were used in
the studies reviewed. However, the normalized HRR also exhibit a noticeable degree of
variation across all LIBs and even across the variety of 18650′s. The reason for the variance
can be attributed to a number of different factors that may include but not limited to:
• Method of testing;
• Size of external heat sources;
• LIB chemical composition;
• Materials of the LIB, i.e., housing/casing.
Table 16. HRR comparisons of LIBs with different electrochemical properties at 100% SOC.
Table 17 provides a comparison between the peak HRR at different SOC for 18650
LIBs reviewed in this paper.
Table 17. Peak HRR comparison and the calculated average HRR (kW) for 18650 LIBs at different SOC.
SOC Peak HRR (kW)
LCO [6] LCO [87] NMC [65] NMC [85] LFP [87] Average
0% 1.1 2 NP 1.29 1.3 1.4
25% NP 4.1 NP NP NP NP
30% NP NP NP 2.47 NP NP
50% 1.5 4.4 NP 4.42 5.1 3.9
65% 5.8 4.9 NP NP NP 5.4
70% 6.5 NP 2.17 NP NP 4.3
75% NP 5.6 NP NP NP NP
80% NP NP 2.47 3.41 NP 1.94
90% NP NP 3.14 NP NP NP
100% 6.8 4.1 3.75 3.55 6.8 5
NP indicates that the data were not provided in the results.
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The results from this limited comparison of 18650 cells would suggest that the LFP
battery produces the highest HRR at 50 and 100% SOC, and the NMC battery [65] produces
the lowest HRR at varying SOC [65]. Based on all studies reviewed within this paper, it
may be concluded that LCO and LFP batteries are more reactive and produce a higher
HRR than the NMC batteries.
6. Modeling of LIBs
Attempts at numerical modeling LIB fire is increasing due to difficulty in conducting
experiments. Furthermore, numerical modeling provides a clearer understanding of the
chemical-physics associated with the LIBs. Generally, numerical modeling techniques such
as CFD and finite element analysis are used to model various stages of fire and or the effect
of fire (production of heat and smoke, and their transfer/transport) on surrounding materi-
als. Modeling programs such as FDS, FireFOAM, and ANSYS Fluent allow researchers and
manufacturers alike to simulate fire scenarios and estimate parameters such as HRR, heat
flux, temperature rise, and smoke production.
Many modeling studies on the TR of LIBs can be found in the literature [10,141–143].
Oven exposure testing of LIBs was replicated using one-dimensional [142] and three-
dimensional [143] predictive models. Esho et al. [144] presented an experimental validation
method which was able to predict the critical temperature (Tcritical) to TR based on the
thermal balance between temperature-dependent heat generation, thermal conduction
within the cell, and heat dissipation to the cell surface. A thermal test cell with the
geometry of a cylindrical 26650 Li-ion cell was used to determine the value of Tcritical in
different conditions to compare against the theoretical model. In this study, Tcritical was







) − 1 = 0 (4)
where Q0 is the pre-exponential coefficient, Ea are activation energies, Ru is the universal
gas constant, R is the cell radius, k is the cell radial thermal conductivity, and µ is the
first root of the eigenfunction corresponding to the convective boundary condition at
the outer surface of the cell. Using different sets of heat generation and heat dissipation
conditions, the theoretical results yielded Tcritical temperatures of 35.7 and 44.8 ◦C. The
theoretical results were considered lower than the usually recorded temperatures leading
to the onset of TR. The lower Tcritical temperatures were selected and utilized in order to
safely carry out the experimental works within the thermal test cell. For both Tcritical results,
the corresponding Arrhenius parameters of combustion or pyrolysis were used as software
inputs to ensure that the heat generation followed the corresponding Arrhenius kinetics.
The cell temperature was measured as a function of time for different oven temperatures
and from this, the oven temperature that results in TR was determined. Esho et al. [144]
concluded that when the oven temperature is lower than the theoretically predicted Tcritical,
the cell temperature remains in a steady state. However, when the oven temperature is in
excess of theoretically predicted Tcritical, the cell temperatures increase in an uncontrolled
fashion, which indicates the onset of TR. Although the temperatures in this study were
somewhat below the temperatures associated with and proven to induce TR, the results
still provided validation of the theoretical model at low values of Tcritical. It is expected
that by following the Arrhenius nature of the heat generation, accurate values of larger
Tcriticalcan be anticipated.
Anderson et al. [145] completed a study attempting to assess the risk of TR/fire
propagating between LIBs. Finite element modeling using the COMSOL multiphysics
software that can model conjugate heat transfer to calculate the propagation of heat between
adjacent cells was used. The cells were exposed to a 15 kW heat source and the results of
the two models (conjugate heat transfer and thermal model) utilized in this study were
correlated to experimental data from fire tests where the measured HRR was appropriately
used as the input (source term) for the simulations. The commercial Li-ion (EiG ePLB-
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F007a 7 Ah) pouch cells had a LFP cathode and a carbon-based anode. Several tests were
conducted at different SOC, the experimental data associated with the LIB at 75% SOC
were incorporated into the simulations. The complex structure of the pouch cells with the
cathode and anode material being layered repeatedly provides difficulties in ascertaining
the required thermal property variables such as thermal conductivity, density, and specific
heat. In order to obtain reliable and accurate modeling results, precise thermal properties
are required. The sheer complexity of the cells makes truly accurate modeling impractical
and as such more generalized bulk values of the required thermal properties were used to
model the propagative features of the LIBs.
The results of the simulations show deficiencies in both the conjugate heat transfer
and thermal models. Uncertain boundary conditions due to the lack of precise details
around the test object in a fire scenario lead to less accuracy in the simulation. The bound-
ary conditions are fundamental for computational simulations and inaccurate boundary
conditions may lead to the divergence of the results or to the convergence of unrealistic
results. Anderson et al. [145] demonstrated that the conjugate heat transfer model and
the thermal model correlate well with the experimental data for the first four minutes;
however, when the LIB seemingly goes into TR, the results of the modeling deviate from
the experimental data significantly. They concluded that this deviation can be attributed
in part to the thermal exposure being provided to only the underside of the cells in lieu
of around the entire object. Uncertainty over the measured adiabatic surface temperature
input values and the fact that the boundaries in a real case are not smooth and sharp, which
creates a far more complex convective heat transfer between cells, are thought to contribute
to the difference in the real and modelled scenarios.
Feng et al. [146] conducted three-dimensional (3D) TR modeling based on the en-
ergy balance equation. The model was built for a large-format prismatic LIB module to
investigate TR propagation between adjacent cells. Penetration-induced TR experiments
were conducted on large-format LIB modules to validate the 3D TR propagation models.
The comparison between the triggering time to TR from one battery to the next for all six
cells showed the model to correlate reasonably well with the experimental data. The 3D
model also simulated temperature difference at the battery poles between the negative of
battery i and the positive of battery i + 1 at the time when TR was triggered in battery i +
1. This essentially displays the heat transfer through the battery connector, as shown in
Table 18. The values between the experimental and simulation are similar, validating the
modeled scenario. As detailed in Table 18, there was only a maximum variation of 25 s in
the duration of the TR propagation from cell 4 to cell 5; all others were within 15 s.
Table 18. Comparison of the duration of TR propagation from one battery to the next, defined as
Di,i+1, and comparison of the temperature differences through the negative and positive poles of
adjacent batteries, defined as ∆Tp_i,i+1 [146].
Duration (s) D1,2 D2,3 D3,4 D4,5 D5,6
Experiment 245 163 186 164 159
Model 236 158 179 189 170
Temperature (◦C) ∆Tp_1,2 ∆Tp_2,3 ∆Tp_3,4 ∆Tp_4,5 ∆Tp_5,6
Experiment 144 121 183 146 146
Model 141 174 168 165 168
The four mechanisms or changes proposed to prevent TR propagation within a large
format battery module that were modeled clearly show the importance of fire modeling in
helping researchers and engineers to better understand and design safer battery modules
in regard to TR propagation. The modeling analysis determined the following points:
• The TR triggering temperature is increased by modifying the separator;
• Total electric energy released during TR can be reduced by discharging the battery;
• By increasing the convection coefficient, the heat dissipation can be enhanced;
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• TR propagation can be prevented by adding additional thermal layers between adja-
cent batteries (validated by experiment).
Huang et al. [147] used two classical models to simulate the critical condition of LIB
and predict self-accelerating decomposition temperature (SADT) of TR for LIB and TR
propagation. The study suggested that there could be potential of TR propagation over
neighboring cells when the critical condition based on SADT was reached. There were
some discrepancies in actual measured temperatures and predicted SADT temperatures.
Between two classical models there also were differences. Huang et al. [147] attributed the
difference to the underlying model assumptions and difficulty in measuring temperatures
inside the LIBs. To improve further, Huang et al. [148] took the critical parameters of
overall reaction as a weighted average of four exothermic reactions and revised the critical
criteria by the consumption of reactants. Revised models resulted in an accuracy of within
5 ◦C when the result of an LCO/graphite cell was compared. Through these revised
models, they predicted the critical ambient temperature of the 18650 NCM/LTO battery
and analyzed the influences of convective heat transfer coefficient, cell size, and shape to
critical condition.
To date, a comprehensive simulation of the fires produced by the flammable gases and
other battery materials venting from LIB has not been conducted. Accurate quantification
of ejection velocity and temperature of these materials are a challenging subject. So far,
most studies aimed to analyze the combustion chemistry of the organic solvents used in
LIB [149] or the mixture of the vented gases at TR [150,151].
Johnsplass et al. [151] modelled the laminar burning velocities of the ejecting gases
from the LIB premixed with air. It was reported that the burning of vented gases is
comparable to propane and methane, presenting a serious hazard of explosion and fires in
enclosures, and laminar burning velocities of the gases are similar or slightly higher than
that of methane. In another study, Fernandes et al. [150] used a detailed reaction mechanism
of flammable gases and DMC to calculate the combustion parameters of the battery venting
gases, such as laminar flame velocities, adiabatic flame temperature, and HRR. To date,
most of the LIB combustion modeling is limited to the analyses of combustion chemistry in
simplified conditions such as premixed or counter flow diffusion flames of the electrolyte
carbonated solvents and the venting flammable gases, and simulations of the gas-venting
dynamics and their combustion processes are yet to be conducted.
The complex nature of the structure of different LIB cells provides difficulties in ascer-
taining the required fire property variables such as thermal conductivity, density, specific
heat, and Arrhenius parameters. To obtain reliable and accurate modeling results, precise
thermal properties are required. Boundary conditions and fire properties are fundamental
to computational simulations and inaccurate boundary conditions/fire properties may lead
to the unrealistic results which were apparent at the time of and during TR in the study by
Anderson et al. [145]. The challenge is determining how a specimen reacts/changes with
time in a fire scenario and with so many varied LIB cells comprising of unique chemical
compositions, the data required to validate the changing boundary conditions are an ever-
evolving commodity. In order to expect realistic simulation results, further experimental
studies are required to record and document the fire properties and very fine details of
each chemical reaction, particularly around the time of TR initiation within battery cells.
7. Conclusions
A review of experimental and numerical studies was conducted, focusing on LIB
chemistry, TR, SOC, incident heat flux, HRR, and various numerical modeling methods.
The focus of these studies reported in the literature is largely directed toward understanding
the parametric effects on TR and HRR. Based on this review, the following conclusions
are formulated:
1. The chemical composition of the battery changes both the likelihood of a LIB going
into TR and the consequence (energy magnitude of the resultant HRR) for the resultant
fire/explosion.
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2. The higher SOC leads to shorter time to TR and ignition, and larger magnitude of the
rate of energy released (HRR).
3. HRR is considered a major factor after the LIB has gone into TR and the magnitude is
directly proportional to the LIB chemistry, the SOC, and incident heat flux.
4. Three-dimensional thermal modeling is challenging. Accurate data for thermal prop-
erty variables such as thermal conductivity, density, and specific heat are critical
to LIB fire modeling. Determining how a test object reacts/changes with time in a
fire scenario is critical to the boundary conditions required to complete accurate LIB
fire modeling.
5. Three-dimensional thermal modeling has the potential to identify methods to be
incorporated in systems to delay or inhibit TR, such as (a) modifying the separator,
(b) varying the charging of the battery, (c) changing the convective heat transfer
coefficient, and (d) adding additional thermal layers between adjacent batteries.
We compiled HRR data from fire tests of different LIB composition with various SOC.
As LIBs tested were of different shapes and sizes, we endeavored to normalize HRR in
terms of per unit surface area (HRRPUA). CFD fire models (such as FDS) can specify the fire
(as an input or source term) in terms of HRRPUA. We expect that fire modelers will be able
to use these data combined with time to TR and TTI data to determine the consequence of
LIB fires. However, more future studies need to be conducted to measure HRR magnitude
as functions of various parameters so that better HRR function can be developed to use as
input to CFD fire models to assess the fire risk. Future studies require more experimental
investigations to determine the fire properties of the LIBs and identify very fine details of
each chemical reaction, particularly around the time of TR initiation. Additionally, fire tests
should involve more instrumentation to record temperatures of surfaces and at the various
depths of the packaging, as well as gas temperatures and radiation flux at various distances
from the LIBs. These would allow for conducting more faithful numerical simulations and
validation. With additional experimental and numerical studies, solutions to prevent or
delay TR for reducing fire risk can be found.
It is also observed from this review that different battery testing protocols are used.
Furthermore, anecdotal evidence suggests that manufacturers use different standards
and protocols, which lead to variations in determining the state of the battery. There-
fore, it is recommended that a collaborative effort be undertaken to develop a universal
testing standard.
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